Defense Garbage Alexander Judd H
recycling - polymer ambassadors - million tons of trash. (derived from "in defense of garbage", judd h.
alexander, praeger publishers, c. 1993) recycling is one alternative so all four of these materials do not end up
in a landfill. currently, legislation is focusing on this alternative and various forms of material collection are
being used. curb side collection has proved most managing america s solid waste - chicago state
university - 1 alexander, judd h. (1993). in defense of garbage. westport, connecticut, and london: praeger, p.
7. 2 if residential and commercial solid waste are both taken into account, per capita solid waste generation is
nearly four and a half pounds per day. residential solid waste accounts for slightly less than half the total.
suggested reading from the s office of sustainability - alexander, judd h. in defense of garbage (1993).
archer, david. the limate risis: an introductory guide to limate hange (2010). ackes, david. a wilderness within:
the life of sigurd f. olson (1999). eavan, olin. no impact man: the adventures of a guilty liberal who attempts to
save the planet, and the discoveries he green care: environmental facts about dart foam products - 7
judd h. alexander, in defense of garbage (westport, ct: praeger publishers, 1993) p. 55. 8 the rate of recovery
for recycling of polystyrene disposables and protective packaging more than doubled from 1989 to 1994. since
1994, outlets for recycling polystyrene foam have declined for a number judd alexander, 93, executive,
writer and speaker on ... - judd alexander, 93, executive, writer and speaker on business, environment
topics author : david gurliacci ... in defense of garbage, was named by . choice, the trade magazine for
academic librarians, as one of the ten best academic books of that year in science and technology. his
biography has appeared in hot cup comparison summary - dart container - 1 judd h. alexander, in
defense of garbage (westport, ct: praeger publishers, 1993) p. 55. 2 according to a 1998 report by franklin
associates, ltd., polystyrene and other plastic products do not comprise the largest volume of material within
the waste stream. indeed, the report concludes that paper and kennedy-trash00fm:ontology of trash dent of the american can company, alexander judd, in his in defense of garbage. judd is convinced that “the
garbage problem is not a physical crisis, a resource crisis, or a financial crisis. it is a political and informa-tional
problem which needs to be addressed as such.”2 by this judd means digital rubbish - muse.jhu - digital
rubbish gabrys, jennifer published by university of michigan press gabrys, jennifer. digital rubbish: a natural
history of electronics. ann arbor: university of michigan press, 2011. who should win the garbage wars?
lessons from the low ... - lessons from the low-level radioactive waste policy act jane chuang* "the garbage
problem is not a physical crisis, a resource crisis, or a financial crisis. it is a political and informational problem
which needs to be addressed as such."1 introduction in the late summer of 1972, the state of new jersey found
itself in ... oregon's wasted effort: the supreme court's inability to ... - 1. judd h. alexander, in defense
of garbage 7 (1993). 2. u.s. environmental protection agency, office of solid waste and emergency response,
u.s. epa characterization of municipal solid waste in the united states: 1994 update 5 (1994). the current msw
disposal total breaks down to an average of 1,650 waste and society - tandfonline - attention. john
scanlan, in his influential book on garbage, has examined the role of the idea of waste in the making of
modernity.1 in particular he has identified the material and intellectual productions of waste as a product of
enlightenment conceptions of efficiency, productivity, and ‘‘right use’’*a moral economy of waste
environmental foam facts - dart container - environmental foam facts polystyrene foam can be and is
currently being recycled in ... “five major myths about garbage, and why they’re wrong,” ... judd h. alexander,
in defense of garbage (westport, ct: praeger publishers, 1993), p. 55.
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